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Activation of a Co-located Meeting
by Visualizing Conversation and Facilitating
Participant’s Behavior*
Hiroyuki Adachi†‡ , Seiko Myojin†§ and Nobutaka Shimada†
Although there are a lot of opportunities to have a multi-party conversation such as decisionmaking meeting and brainstorming, we do not always have a good communication. In multi-party
conversation, it sometimes ends up as one-way conversation because of someone’s too much speaking,
and people cannot understand a less-speaking person’s thought. Considering the situations where
a balanced participation is desirable, the amount of speaking time should be well controlled. We
propose a co-located meeting support system called ScoringTalk that activates conversation by visualizing conversation state in real-time, providing scores based on the amount of conversation, and
facilitating participant’s behavior such as speaking, listening, and changing a conversation partner
to make a balanced conversation. In ScoringTalk, each participant has a tablet with dual camera,
and it works as both sensor and display. Tablets are commonly used in social meetings, therefore,
there are no need to prepare projectors and microphones. The evaluation result showed that our
system measured conversation, provided the visualization of conversation, scores, and facilitation,
and increased the balance of participation while keeping the amount of speaking time.

1.

Introduction

have a conversation while trying to maximize their
scores, and it makes a balanced conversation.
In this paper, we propose scoring methods for enhancing group activity for individual utterance and
mutual conversations. We also propose a facilitation
method to increase the variety of opinions for having
a better conversation by making all the participants
to have a chance to speak. The facilitation suggests
next speaking and listening behavior to each participant based on a current state and history of the conversation, for example, encouraging a participant to
give an opinion, suppressing too much speaking, and
changing a conversation partner. It is because that
some participants did not know what behavior would
be made a conversation better only with the visualization of conversation and the scores in our earlier
experiments. We expect this system activates a conversation and improves the quality of the meeting.
The following are the main contributions of this
study.
• Proposes a meeting support system called ScoringTalk that activates conversation by visualizing conversation in real-time, providing scores
based on the amount of conversation, and facilitating participant’s speaking/listening behavior
to make a balanced conversation.
• Develops a tablet system that measures utterance of each participant by using tablet’s front
and back cameras simultaneously. It measures
the position and orientation of the participant’s
face and estimates the speaking state by im-

Although there are a lot of opportunities to have
a conversation such as meeting and brainstorming,
we cannot always have a good communication. In
an ideal communication, everyone reaches an acceptable conclusion, and understands each other. On the
other hand, in a real communication, it sometimes
ends up as one-way conversation because of someone’s too much speaking, and people cannot understand a less-speaking person’s thought. Considering
the situations where a balanced participation is desirable, such as brainstorming and decision-making
meeting, the amount of speaking time should be well
controlled[4,5,11,15].
We have developed a co-located meeting support
system called ScoringTalk that gamifies conversation
based on the amount of speaking time and listening
time for balancing of participation[1]. It measures a
conversation through the tablets with front and back
cameras, and scores each participant’s speaking individually. The score increases and decreases by the
rules of the game; the score increases when a participant speaks and listens, and decreases when a participant speaks too much. In the system, participants
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age processing, because the tablet’s microphone
contains noise of the fan and other participants’
voice. The system integrates observations from
each participant’s tablet, and provides real-time
visual feedback on each tablet.
• Evaluates the performance of ScoringTalk in a
small group meeting with and without the feedback (visualization and facilitation), and shows
that such feedback aﬀects the social dynamics
of the conversation.

2.

and facilitation messages for suggesting participants’
speaking/listening behavior. Terken et al.[4] proposed
a visual feedback based on participants’ speaking time
and listening time. Their system has only positive
feedback that the size of projected circles increases
along with the increase of the amount of speaking/ listening time.
In the literature of discussion analysation and supporting, it is thought to be desirable that all of the
participants give opinions for increasing the variety
of opinions, not only from a particular participant in
decision-making meeting and brainstorming, so that
the participation of the group members should be well
controlled. Bachour[15] pointed out and veriﬁed that
member’s unbalanced paticipation leads decreasing
of motivation in collaborative learning. DiMicco[5],
Terken[4] and Schiavo[11] all together mentioned that
balancing paticipant’s total utterlance time is important for collaborative decision making, which is an
opinion-convergent type discussion, not only for brainstorming which is an opinion-divergent one. Recently
facilitator, who coordinates an active discussion, becomes popular and has an important role in discussion management. Bachour[15] pointed out that facilitators should have a skill to “ensure that all team
members contribute” based on Burns[16].
For balancing each member’s paticipation, it is
necessary not only to promote someone’s speaking,
but also to change a dominant participant’s behavior. Therefore, our system employs positive and also
negative feedback. It scores balance of participation
based on rules of the game: the score increases on a
balanced conversation, otherwise the score decreases.
Groupgarden[6] has a negative feedback, however, the
feedback of the system is controlled by a moderator
by Wizard of Oz[10], and actually the system does
not provide any automatic feedback by itself. Schiavo
et al.[11] proposed an automatic facilitation system
using Kinect. It monitors the group members’ nonverbal behavior and promotes balanced participation
by giving targeted directives to the participants based
on a current state of conversation.
On the other hand, our system measures the participants’ verbal behavior: how long who speaks to
whom and when, and records the history of such information. Our system automatically provides the facilitation suggesting participants’ speaking/listening
behavior based on not only a current state of conversation but also a history of conversation. The positive
and negative feedback messages can lead conversations not only to be more balanced but also conversely
to focus a speciﬁed participant for sharing his/her
opinions more.
In addition, our system has the advantage of being
easy to use, because the system only requires tablets
or smartphones, and they work as both sensor and
display. Tablets/smartphones are one of the handheld
devices used in the previous researches[8,9], however,
which are more popular than those devices and com-

Related Work

The visual feedback systems with a shared table using microphones and projectors are popular.
Bergstrom et al.[2] proposed Conversation Clock that
visualizes personal cumulative speaking time and the
duration of the current turn on the table. Ohshima
et al.[3] proposed a tabletop system called TableTalkPlus that visualizes the dynamics of communication
by crowd of lights. It motivates the participant to
talk, changes the direction of the conversation, and
designs the ﬁeld of conversation. Terken et al.[4] proposed a tabletop system that represents amount of
speaking time and listening time as circles projected
in front of the participants. The size of the circles
increases when a person is speaking and listening. It
gives a positive feedback about speaking and listening
behavior.
The visual feedback systems with wall displays are
also popular. DiMicco et al.[5] proposed a system
that shows bar chart indicating relative amount of
speaking time on a shared display so that the participants can know they are over participated or under
participated. Tausch et al.[6] presented Groupgarden
which is a metaphorical group mirror providing feedback about individual as well as group performance.
The system changes its visualization based on the participation, for example, the petals of the ﬂower ﬁll up
when a participant contributes ideas. Takabayashi et
al.[7] proposed a discussion support system using visualization of utterance intentions for group decision
making.
There are other interaction systems using handheld devices. Meeting Mediator[8] is a portable system that detects social interactions using electronic
sensing device and provides visual feedback on a mobile screen for enhancing group collaboration. Fujita
et al.[9] proposed Ambient Suite which is a roomshaped information environment that enhances communication in a standing party situation. In this system, people have a cup-shaped device and ware some
sensors, and the sensors measure participant’s speaking time, hand acceleration, and head rotation. They
represented the atmosphere’s activity using a combination of these cues.
The visual feedback systems for co-located multiparty conversation are popular (e.g.[2,3,5]), however,
our system provides not only visualization but also
scores for enhancing conversation with gamiﬁcation
– 18 –
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Fig. 2
Fig. 1

A group conversation using ScoringTalk. A conversation is monitored through the tablets while
the system provides the real-time feedback on the
tablets’ screens

3.1

System structure. The system consists of tablets,
a communication server, and a facial measurement server. They transfer messages via wireless

of participation. We expect that providing a
real-time feedback of the score encourages the
participants to speak more and gives the participants chance to consider lack of balance of
participation. We also propose a facilitation
method for helping a behavior of a participant
based on a current participation and a transition of conversation. It enables a participant to
consider a concrete behavior for a better conversation and makes a conversation more active.

monly used in social meetings for displaying meeting
materials. There are no need to prepare other special
things such as projectors, microphones, and sensors.
Therefore, the system can be set up easier than most
of the previous visual feedback systems.

3.

429

ScoringTalk
Concepts

3.2

We propose a meeting support system called ScoringTalk that activates co-located small group meeting
by providing feedback about balance of conversation.
Fig. 1 shows a three-person conversation using ScoringTalk. People have tablets with front and back cameras and talks around a table which has a marker on
it. A conversation is monitored through the tablets
with dual camera, and the system provides real-time
feedback on the tablets’ screens.
The concepts of the system are the following.
• Sensing and visualizing device for multiparty conversation
We propose a system using tablets which are
popular in today and commonly used in social
meetings. Tablets often have dual camera (a
front camera and a back camera), and the system uses both cameras simultaneously for sensing the conversation and provides visual feedback on each tablet’s screen. There is no need to
prepare special things such as microphones and
projectors while most of previous works requires
such things for measurement and visualization,
therefore our system has the advantage of being
easy to use. In addition, the system can be used
in a conversation where participants may need
to move since the participant and the device are
together.

Implementation

We implement the system as shown in Fig. 2. We
use Windows 8.1 tablets and develop the application
for them with Unity1 . A communication server is
running on Node.js2 and a facial measurement server
is running over ZeroMQ3 .
In the following section, we describe the methods
for measuring the conversation, for scoring based on
the amount of conversation, for visualizing conversation, and for facilitating participants’ behaviors.
3.2.1 Measurements
In this section, we describe the methods for measurement of individual utterance and for measurement of group conversation as a whole.
There are three pieces of information of individual
utterance: who speaks, when speaks, and from where
to where. Each tablet obtains them in the following
way by using its front and back cameras, and sends
them to the communication server in every frame.
(1) Who speaks: Each user has a tablet and is connected to the communication server via wireless
with an ID. A current speaker is specified by
this ID.
(2) When speaks: A user’s mouth movement is captured by the front camera of the tablet which the
user has. When the change rate of user’s mouth
open level exceeds the predetermined threshold,
the system recognizes that the user is speaking.
If the user’s face is not found, the system understands the user is not speaking. The balanced
error rate of the speak detection in the ideal
condition is about 10%.

• Incentive design for multi-party conversation
We introduce a game element into the conversation to motivate a participant and control a
balance of amount of conversation. We propose
a scoring method based on the amount of user’s
speaking time and listening time for balancing

1

A platform for creating games and interactive experience.
2
A server-side JavaScript environment.
3
A cross-platform, cross-language messaging library.
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Fig. 3

Geometric relation of user-tablet-marker

(3) From where to where: A user’s position and
the face direction in the world coordinate determined by markers on the table are calculated
from the captured images by the front and back
cameras of the tablet and geometric relation of
user-tablet-marker (see Fig. 3). The homogeneous transformation matrix m Tf represents the
above information. It is obtained by multiplying
the following three matrices as
m

Tf = (bc Tm )−1 bc Tf c f c Tf .

Fig. 4

(1)

First, bc Tm is measured from a back camera image by using NyARToolkit1 . Second, bc Tf c is
calibrated in advance since the relative position
of the two cameras on a particular tablet is ﬁxed.
Last, f c Tf is measured from a front camera imR
Vision[12]. The accuracy
age by using OKAO⃝
of the estimation of the face direction in horizontal has a margin of error of plus or minus two
degrees[13]. Tomioka et al. proposed a pseudo
see-through tablet by employing the front and
back cameras in the similar framework[14].
The system speciﬁes who exists where, where he/she
faces to, and when he/she speaks as described above.
The system integrates these observations on the server,
and estimates a conversation partner of each user
through the following steps (see Fig. 4).
(1) Calculate a vector Ui as a face direction of user
i.
(2) Calculate a vector Vij which directs from user i
to user j.
(3) Calculate a similarity of Ui and Vij , Simij , as;
Ui · Vij
θ = cos−1
,
∥Ui ∥∥Vij ∥
{
cosθ if|θ| < θthresh
Simij =
0,
otherwise,

(2)

where θthresh represents a maximal angular difference between Ui and Vij when user i stares to
user j for speaking or listening to him/her. Here
θthresh is experimentally ﬁxed as π/6 by considering measurement error and is independent of
the number of participants.
(4) Select a user j with maximum Simij as a conversation partner of the user i. If Simij = 0 then
1

Conversation partner estimation. The conversational partner is decided by the participants’ position and the face direction

the user i has no conversation partner.
Finally, the system obtains how long a person speaks
to the other person and how long the person watches
him/her as the statistical proﬁles of conversation.
3.2.2 Scoring
In this section, we present two scores in brainstorming for activating the group activity. We designed two indices for evaluating group activity with
the following considerations;
• Maximize the amount of individual utterance.
We consider active participation leads idea generation.
• Balance the amount of pair conversation. We
consider having a conversation with variety of
people increases the variety of ideas.
We deﬁne the index of balance of individual utterance as Eq.(3), applying Gini coeﬃcient as a measure of equality. Similar metrics inspired by the Gini
coeﬃcient have already been adopted for measuring
participation equality in group conversations[4,11].
�
n �
∑
�
�
n
(t)
�U tterance(t) − 1 � .
Iindiv =
(3)
i
�
2(n − 1) i
n�
(t)

U tterancei is a relative amount of utterance of user i
(t)
at time t, and n is the number of users. Iindiv becomes
0 where the amounts of individual utterances are balanced, and becomes 1 where they are unbalanced. We
also deﬁne the index of balance of pair conversation
as Eq.(4), as similar as Eq.(3).
�
∑ ��
�
n C2
(t)
�Conversation(t) − 1 � .(4)
Ipair =
ij
�
�
2(n C2 − 1) i,j
n C2
(t)

Conversationij is a relative amount of pair conversation between user i and user j at time t, and n C2
means the number of combination of two participants.
The indices are updated on every frame based on
the measurements obtained within 30 seconds. We
calculate the weighted average of each index in time
window T , and convert it to the score with a scale of
0% to 100% as Eqs.(5),(6).

A library for AR application.
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Fig. 5

The visual feedback on users’ devices with annotations. The left area shows the visualization of
the conversation The right area shows the scores
and bar charts representing group activity

(t)
Scoreindiv

(t)
Scorepair

(

= 100 1 −
(

= 100 1 −

∑T

(t−T +s)
s=1 sIindiv
∑T
s=1 s

∑T

(t−T +s)
s=1 sIpair
∑T
s=1 s

)

)

.

.

(5)

(6)

The system provides these scores to the users in
real-time through the tablets’ screens so that the users
can control their speaking.
3.2.3 Visualization
Fig. 5 shows an example of the visual feedback.
The left area shows a visualization of conversation.
It represents a situation where user A is speaking to
user C. A circle represents a user’s position, and a
dotted line represents a user’s face direction. A purple bar beside a circle represent a cumulative speaking
time from a user to another, and a red bar represents
a cumulative watching time. The right area shows the
group activity. The bar charts represent the relative
amount of individual utterances and pair conversations, and the below numbers show those scores.
This visualization makes the users understand their
amount of conversation, and may provide motivation
for them, for example, to speak to someone who has
not so much talked with. The visualization is currently on table-centric view, we also investigate a usercentric view visualization.
3.2.4 Facilitation
In this section, we present the facilitation mechanism of ScoringTalk in three-person conversation.
This facilitation aims to control the amount of conversation for increasing participation of all. The facilitation messages are provided by the following steps.
First, the system labels each participant every frame
with the three states of a balance of participation:
Over-participated A participant’s relative speaking time is more than 50%.
Under-participated A participant’s relative speaking time is less than 20%.
Almost equal Otherwise (a participant’s relative speaking time is between 21-49%).
Second, the system determines a state of the group
based on the result of labeling of the participants. If
– 21 –
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there is an over-participated person, then the state of
the group is over-participated, else if there is an underparticipated person, then the state of the group is
under-participated, otherwise, the state of the group is
almost equal. Last, the system provides the following
facilitation messages every 30 seconds depending on
the state of the group as shown in Fig. 6.
Over-participated In this case, the system tries to
make a less-speaking participant have a chance
to speak and control an over-participated person’s speaking. The system provides a message,
“How about to be a listener?” to the participant who labeled over-participated. The system
provides a message, “Let’s share your idea!” to
the other participants.
Under-participated In this case, the system tries
to encourage a less-speaking participant to speak
and propose the other participants to have a
conversation with him/her. We consider there
are two ways to have a conversation: making
an opportunity to converse with by speaking to
him/her or hearing from him/her. The system
provides a message, “Let’s share your idea!” to
the participant who labeled under-participated.
The system randomly choices and provides the
one of the messages, “How about speaking to (a
under-participated person’s name)?” and “How
about hearing the idea of (a under-participated
person’s name)?” to the other participants.
Almost equal In this case, the system tells the participants that the conversation has been well
balanced and suggests the participants to change
conversation partners for increasing the variety
of opinions. The system randomly choices and
provides the one of the messages, “OK! Keep it
up!” and “How about speaking to (a name of a
person who has not talked with so much)?” to
all the participants.
Schiavo et al.[11] proposed a facilitation system
based on a balance of participation like this, however
their facilitation is based on a current state of conversation. Our system obtains a current state of conversation: how long who speaks to whom in a recent
time span, and history of conversation: how long who
speaks to whom and when and the amount of conversation time. Therefore, the system can not only
promote of speaking but also suggest a participant
for having a conversation with the other participant
who has not talked with so much.
By providing the facilitation messages, the participants will be able to understand the timing of speaking and listening for a better conversation, while the
participants may not understand what the behavior
will be made a better conversation where the system
providing only the visualization of conversation. In
addition, the facilitation gives a participant chance
to notice that the participant has been talking only a
specific participant, and the participant will be able
to change his/her behavior to speak to the other par-
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Fig. 6

Facilitation messages on the three states of a balance of participation

the feedback. In this section, we describe the set-up,
the results, and the discussion of the test.

4.1

(a) At the earlier time of the session

(b) At the later time of the session
Fig. 7

The examples of the screenshot of tablet interface

ticipant.
Fig. 7(a) shows an example of the screenshot of
tablet interface at the earlier time of the session and
Fig. 7(b) shows an example of the screenshot of tablet
interface at the later time of the session. The facilitation messages are showed in the lower-right of the
interface as blue texts. The two messages are diﬀerent, and they show that the system provides the facilitation messages based on the situation at the time.

4.

Methods

4.1.1 Participants
To evaluate the system, we conducted a study of
four groups of three participants each, a total of 12
participants (11 males, 1 female, 22-25 years old). All
the participants were the graduate or undergraduate
students of the author’s laboratory and all of them
already knew each other.
4.1.2 Experimental Task
To verify the eﬀectiveness of the system, we performed a within-subjects experiment. Each group
participated in two discussion sessions. In each discussion, the members had to express opinions on a
particular topic. In one discussion session, participants obtained feedback (with feedback condition); in
the other condition, the feedback were not provided
(without feedback condition).
With feedback condition The system provides feedback about the scores and the facilitation messages on the participants’ tablets.
Without feedback condition The scores and facilitation messages are not provided.
Fig. 8 shows the visualization on both conditions. The
scores on the upper-right and the facilitation messages on the lower-right are disappeared from the visualization on without feedback condition.
4.1.3 Procedure
At the start of the experiment, participants had
an instruction of usage of the system; how to measure a speaking state and the meaning of the visualization. Then the group ﬁrst had a warm-up practice
for about three minutes in order to get used to the
system. After the warm-up practice, the participants
had seven minutes conversation for each of two topics:
Topic 1)“Where is the best location do you think for
a new convenience store?” and Topic 2) “What goods
do you want to handle at a convenience store?”, with
and without feedback. Topic 1 is about the selection
of the best choice from discussion, which can be classiﬁed as opinion-convergence type. Topic 2 is about the
pick up of several possiblities, which can be classiﬁed
as opinion-divergence type. The opinion-convergence

Evaluation

We evaluated ScoringTalk to examine whether it
can balance participation and what was the eﬀect of
– 22 –
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(a) With-feedback
condition
Fig. 8

433

(b) Without-feedback
condition

The diﬀerence of the visualization of both conditions

Fig. 9

type discussion tends to be lead by an opinion leader
and thus other participants may hesitate or feel diﬃculty to present their opinions. Therefore we targeted
Topic 1 session to balance the user utterances by giving feedback messages to the participants. Topic 2
session is regared as the baseline to evaluate the eﬀect
of the feedback facilitation. To avoid order eﬀects, the
order of conditions was balanced across groups.
After two conversation role-plays, the participants
were asked to ﬁll in a questionnaire. In the experiment, we used three tablets (Sony VAIO Duo 11 x2,
Microsoft Surface Pro 3 x1) and a PC with Intel Core
i7 3.4GHz as a server.
4.1.4 Evaluation Metrics
We evaluate the eﬀectiveness of the system in the
following three metrics.
(1) Average balancing degree of amount of
utterance: The system provides the balacing
scores (Eqs.(5),(6)) to the particiants for balancing the amount of utterance based on gamiﬁcation. It is desirable that the average score
on with-feedback condition is higher than that
on without-feedback condition since it suggests
that the participants keep their participations
balanced. Therefore, we compare the transition
of the scores between with-feedback condition
and without-feedback condition.
(2) Average total speaking time: Providing feedback of balancing degree may disturbs natural
conversations of participants because the balancing feedback will too much suppress the participants speaking. We compare the diﬀerence
of total speaking time between with-feedback
and without-feedback condition to measure this
negative eﬀect.
(3) Results of four types of questionnaires:
First, we compare the average scores of the questionnaire on 7-scale in the two conditions: withfeedback and without-feedback (the result will
be shown in Fig. 12). Second, we analyze participant’s behavior when he/she is given a facilitation message to change a conversation target
(the result will be shown in Fig. 13). Third, we
analyze what element was fun for the participants on with-feedback condition (the result will
be shown in Fig. 14). Last, we evaluate what
– 23 –

Individual utterance scores per frame sorted in
ascending order for all 8 discussion sessions (red:
with-feedback, green: without-feedback)

items displayed on the tablet are often looked
at and whether the items are useful or not (the
result will be shown in Fig. 15).

4.2
4.2.1

Results and Discussion

The Scores and Amount of Conversation
Four groups participated in the evaluation experiment. Figs. 16-23 show the score transitions for 8 experimental discussion sessions (2 discussion topics by
4 groups). For each ﬁgure, the upper graph shows the
utterance ratio of each user over the session time. The
lower graph shows the two scores of individual utterance (red line) and pair conversation green line). The
score value has 0 to 100 and the higher value means
that the utterance and conversation were higher balanced.
For more clear comparison between with- and withoutfeedback, we show Fig. 9 in which all scores of individual utterance per time frame are sorted in ascending
order. The red line is for with-feedback and green
one is for without-feedback session. It is apperently
shown that the scores of individual utterance withfeedback are higher than ones without-feedback. We
also veriﬁed the eﬀect by statistical way, Wilcoxon’s
rank-sum test and then it was shown that the diﬀerence is signiﬁcant with p-value < 10−6 .
On the other hand, the improvement of the scores
of pair conversation was not proven. The scores per
frame sorted in ascending order like Fig.9 is shown
as Fig.10, in which the scores for with-feedback (red
line) and ones for without-feedback intersects each
other and Wilcoxon’s test’s p-value is approximately
0.5.
Fig. 11 shows the diﬀerence of total speech time
amount between with- and without-feedback conditions. The left-hand and center graphs represent the
average total speaking time of each participant for
both conditions. The right-hand graph represents
the average diﬀerence of total speech times for each
user. The ﬁgure shows the total speech time is a
nearly equal amount for both conditions. We could
not conﬁrm that the total speaking time increases
on with feedback condition, however at least, it suggests that the feedback cacilitation message did not
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Fig. 10

Fig. 11
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Pair conversation scores per frame sorted in ascending order for all 8 discussion sessions (red:
with feedback, green: without feedback)

Fig. 12

Average scores in comparison between withfeedback and without-feedback condition

Fig. 13

The answer of the question about the participant’s behavior when he/she was given a facilitation message to change a conversation target

Fig. 14

The answer of the question about fun of the conversation on with feedback condition

Fig. 15

Number of votes for interface items often looked
at (green frame: useful, red frame: not useful)

Amount of speaking time of with and without
feedback: left) average total time per user, right)
average diﬀerence of them. Bars mean SD

supresse user’s speaking oppotunity. The balance degree of utterance amount on with-feedback condition
was higher than that of without feedback condition,
and the values of the average amount of speaking
time on both conditions have about the same amount,
therefore the feedback could balance the utterance
amount without giving negative eﬀects to the total
speaking time.
4.2.2 Questionnaire and Interview
Fig. 12 shows the result of the questionnaire in
7-point Likert scale with and without feedback conditions. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test indicates that
Question 1 (I found that controlling amount of utterance was easy), Question 5 (I felt that I could concentrate on the conversation), and Question 6 (I felt to
change a conversation partner) are statistically significant at the 5% level. The results of Question 1 and
Question 6 show that the feedback works well. According to the users’ comments on the questionnaire,
there are some positive impressions for them, for example, “I could have the balance of participation on
my mind on with feedback condition.” On the other
hand, the result of Question 5 shows that the feedback makes negative impression for the participants,
for example, one of the participants felt that “I could
not speak in timing of my choice because my attention
moved to the scores.” It suggests that the feedback
may put a restriction on the participant’s behavior.
We will need to work to improve this point.
On Question 6, 11 of 12 participants answered
that they felt to change a conversation partner with

feedback, and 1 of 12 participant answered that he
did not feel so. Fig. 13 shows the questionnaire result
about the participants’ behavior when they tried to
change a conversation partner. The most of the participants spoke to another person when they felt to
change a conversation partner on with feedback con– 24 –
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Fig. 16

Fig. 17

Fig. 18

Fig. 19

Fig. 20

Score transition for Group 1 (Topic 1 with FB)

Score transition for Group 1 (Topic 2 without FB)

Score transition for Group 2 (Topic 1 with FB)

Score transition for Group 2 (Topic 2 without FB)

Score transition for Group 3 (Topic 1 with FB)
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Fig. 21

Fig. 22

Fig. 23

Score transition for Group 3 (Topic 2 without FB)

Score transition for Group 4 (Topic 1 with FB)

Score transition for Group 4 (Topic 2 without FB)

not useful. Most of the participant were interested in
“Score of balance of amount of utterance” and “facilitation message”, and answered that these feedback
were useful. There are some positive impressions, for
example, “I felt that I could hear the others’ opinions
since the system provides facilitation message”, on
the other hand, some participant felt that they could
not concentrate the conversation when they tried to
aim at the high score. The participants answered that
“horizontal bars of cumulative speaking and watching
times”, “front camera image”, “back camera image”,
and “text indicating a speaking/listening state” were
not useful.
The results of the questionnaire suggest that the
system with scoring for group and facilitation makes
participants easier to control the amount of utterance
and also makes participants have a chance to change
a conversation partner. However, there are some negative impressions caused by the feedback, it need to
be examined the method for feedback of the scores
and the facilitation messages. There can be possible
improvements for those problems like iconizing frequently shown messages or suppression of repeating
once displayed messages for a while.

dition. Some of the participants made the other participants chance to speak and encouraged the other
participants to have a conversation. The result suggests that the feedback have enough eﬀect to provide
facilitation for changing the participants’ behavior.
Fig. 14 shows the questionnaire result about fun
of conversation on with feedback condition. It shows
that 8 of 12 participants felt that it was interesting
that their behavior made the scores change, and it
also shows that 6 of 12 participants felt that it was
interesting that the conversation had game elements,
for example, increasing/decreasing of the scores and
bar charts. Two participants choose “Others”, and
answered that “The advice from the system was useful,” and “It was helpful that I could take my conversation objectively.” However, there are some negative impressions, for example, “I could not concentrate on the conversation when I tried to aim at the
high score.” We hope to make improvements to make
the participants more interesting in scoring since the
current system just shows the scores.
Fig. 15 shows the number of votes for interface
items which the participants were often looking at.
The green frames represent that these items were useful, and the red frames represent that these items were
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5.

Conclusion

We proposed ScoringTalk that supports activation
of co-located meeting based on a balance of amount of
conversation. Most of previous computer-supported
meeting systems are diﬃcult to set up because they
require microphones and projectors. On the other
hand, our system is easy to use since each participant has a tablet and it measures and visualizes a
conversation. The system not only measures and visualizes a conversation, but also provides the scores
with game element and provides facilitation for participant’s behavior. We evaluated the system with
and without feedback. The results showed that the
proposed method has an eﬀect for balancing of participation based on the balance degree of amount of
conversation. The questionnaire results also showed
that the participants felt the eﬀect of the feedback for
facilitating of behavior and for controlling of timing of
utterance. However, there are some negative impressions that the participants could not concentrate on
the conversation because of paying attention to the
feedback, we need to improve it.
In this paper, we researched only the three-person
conversation, the eﬀectiveness of the feedback for fouror-more-person conversation should be researched. The
current facilitation method depends on a three-person
conversation, we should expand it for such a conversation. In addition, all the participants in the experiment were the students. The unbalanced participation is likely to occur in a conversation with people in
diﬀerent position such as teachers and students. We
also would like to use the system in such a situation,
and evaluate the eﬀectiveness of the system. Besides,
we consider our system can be applied to education
and training systems for learning a way of discussion.
Participants can know their amount of conversation
through the visualization and can control the timing
of speaking and listening by the scores and facilitation messages. By continuously using the system in
discussion, it may improve the ability of conversation
time management and facilitation skills of the participants. We would like to evaluate the system from
this viewpoint in the future.
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